When Lions Sailed

Player Card Errata: 
French should deploy a 4 regiment in Calais (not a 2).
The Dutch card shows a Spanish unit in error.
The Spanish card shows a French unit in error.
The French card shows Dutch unit in error.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1
When Lions Sailed (WLS) is an intermediate-complexity wargame of global naval conflict in the 17th century. That era saw the beginning of a naval technology revolution that set the pace for Western expansion over the next two centuries. The game can be played by two, three, or four, each representing a different nation: Netherlands, England, Spain and France.

1.2 Scale
Each game turn represents one year. Each Operations Phase represents multiple weeks of campaigning, depending on the overall tempo of operations at any given time. Each ship unit represents six to 12 vessels. Each regiment represents about 1,000 men.

Old Hands Note: There are no zones of control. 

2.0 Components

2.1
The map shows the world as it was viewed from Europe in the mid-17th century. A square grid has been superimposed over it to regulate the position and movement of the pieces. When setting up and playing, the pieces are placed within individual squares. 
Note there is an alpha-numeric grid-system that aids in more rapidly finding particular squares. 
For example, London is square C12. Note: when a square has a named port in it, that entire square takes on the characteristics of that port. Ports don’t lie within squares in WLS; each square is either a port or it is portless.

2.2 Ports & Squares
Squares identified with the names of particular locales within them are said to be “ports.” There are six kinds of ports in the game:
Home Ports
Home Ports are named squares in Europe shown in the colors of the four player-controlled nations. For example, London is an English Home Port.
European Ports
European Ports are locales in Europe under the control of lesser European powers not otherwise active in the game.
For example,  Danzig, in square B14. 
Colony Ports
Colony Ports are squares outside Europe that have substantial European settlements at the start of the game. For example, Massachusetts Bay in North America, and Loanda in southwestern Africa (squares E6 and P14, respectively).
Potentate Ports
Potentate Ports are locales controlled by powers not otherwise in the game. 
For example, Zipangu (G26) is a potentate port, as is Lisbon (F11).

Pirate Ports 
Pirate Ports are areas under the sway of assorted buccaneers and freebooters.
For example, Tortuga in square I5.

Treasure Fleet Ports 
Treasure Fleet Ports are locales in which treasure fleets may enter play every year. 
For example, the Gold Coast in square M12.
Terra Incognita
Terra Incognita is made up of unexplored areas, or areas with which Europeans had no relations at the time. See section 24.0 for their potential significance.

2.3 Powers
When two play, one commands England and the other commands the Netherlands, Spain and France aren’t active. When three play, one player command England, one commands the Netherlands, and one commands Spain France isn’t active. When four play, England, the Netherlands, Spain, and France are each commanded by one player. (Choose exact sides by any method you favor.) Note that, regardless of the number of players, no player will ever control more than one of the four major powers.

2.4 Playing Pieces
Examine the sheet of die-cut cardboard playing pieces. There are five types of pieces: combat units, leaders, fleet markers, campaign markers, and informational markers.

2.5 Combat Units 
Combat Units are the pieces with the images of ships or troops on them. 

Fireships are the 3-F-1 units. 
Transports are the "1-Trn-2" units.

2.6 Sample Naval Combat Unit 

Class:
A ship unit’s rating governs how many pounds you will need to spend to enter it into play. First rate ships are best operationally, and are likewise the most expensive to deploy. Second rate ships are the next best, etc.
Gunnery Factor:
This quantifies the firepower of the unit. Basically, you will roll one die for each gunnery factor point a unit has whenever it fires at enemy units.
Damage Rating:
This quantifies the ability of a ship unit to absorb damage. When a ship has more damage points than its damage rating, it’s sunk.

2.7 Sample Land Combat Units
The number on each regiment and fort unit is its combat strength. Land units are treated as “change,” based on their combat factors. That is, you may exchange any number of land units in the same force with any other number of the same type as long as the total of combat factors within the force remains the same. Land units are back-printed with reduced combat strengths to further facilitate the change-making process. 

2.8 Leaders
Units printed with the portraits of a single person represent major leaders For example, De Ruyter. These units have a “Leader Value” number printed on them. They have no regular combat strength. See section 22.0 for details.

2.9 Unit Colors
The nationalities of the combat units and leaders of each major (player-directed) power in the game are identified by their background color.
English units are red; Dutch units are yellow; Spanish units are green; French units are blue; Pirate units are gray, and Treasure Fleets are white.

2.10 Fleet Markers 
Fleet Markers are placed on the map to represent one or more ship units operating together as a single force within a single square, thereby avoiding unwieldy large stacks moving sloppily around the map. The markers are used in conjunction with the four Fleet Holding Box arrays (one for each major power) printed on the mapsheet. Note that each holding box array has four individual boxes within it, even though two of the major powers (France and Spain) only have three Fleet Markers, each, within their overall counter-mixes. That allows players to choose the seating arrangements best for their group, no matter how many are actually playing the game. A player commanding a nation with only three Fleet Markers may not make another marker in order to add a fourth fleet; the marker count is intentional and is based on the various nations’ command and control capacities during that era.

2.11 Campaign Markers 
are used to generate various military and political actions, and to generate random events. Campaign Markers come in three sub-types: Action, Battle and Leaders. See section 9.0 for details.

2.12 Information Markers 
are used for various functions. They include Battle Markers (see section 17.0), Plunder Markers (see section 21.0), Colony Markers (see section 24.0), and Prize Ship Markers (see optional rules section 34.0). Markers are back-printed with different types of markers. Players should use whatever side is needed at any one time, and you may make up more if you need to. That last isn’t true for combat units, leaders and fleet markers: their exact numbers are deliberate design choices based on the historic structures of the wars being simulated here.

2.13 Player Cards
Each player has a “card” that lists his nation’s annual (or “inland”) revenues, starting deployments, special abilities and nation-specific victory condition. Feel free to photocopy and enlarge those cards for ease of use.

2.14 Dice & Doubles 
Players will need at least one six-sided die to play the game. It’s recommended you have as many dice as you can muster on hand when playing, because combat resolution involves multiple rolls. “Doubles” refers to two dice rolled and they both come up the same number.

2.15 Campaign Marker Pool 
You will also need a large-mouth opaque container, such as a cereal bowl, in which Campaign Markers are placed so they can be randomly drawn.

3.0 Set Up

3.1 
Players set up in the order: France, Spain, the Netherlands, England. Each player consults his own player card to determine the following: starting treasury balance in “pounds”; his starting number of Campaign Markers (drawn at random); and his initially deployed units. (Don’t set up any units for any great powers that aren’t going to be commanded by a player.)

3.2 
The player cards (see section 27.0) will sometimes have more than one set up location for units. 
For example, “In New Amsterdam, Cape Colony or Java,” means the listed units may be set up in one or more of those locations as the owning player desires.

3.3 
The player cards also list the annual inland treasury revenue a player receives (in pounds, during each game turn’s Revenue Phase), and unique national victory conditions.

3.4 Game Lengths
Before starting, players should agree what number of game length they’ll play before determining victory. They may determine they’ll play any number of game turns from three through 20.

3.5 Starting Campaign Markers
Starting with the English player and going clockwise, players randomly pick their allotted number Campaign Markers from the pool. (Randomly means without first looking to see exactly which marker you’re picking each time.) The number of markers initially picked by each player is designated on the player cards in section 27.0.

3.6 
Note that no pirates are initially deployed. See section 25.0.

4.0 Sequence of Play

4.1 
Each game will last a designated number of game turns, each representing one year. Each full turn is divided up into “phases” (sequenced steps) in which various actions occur.

4.2 Turn Sequence Outline
Each turn consists of the following phases, which must be played through in the sequence outlined below:
1)	Initiative Determination Phase 
Players determine which player will have the initiative this game turn (see section 7.0). That player will perform the turn’s first Operations Phase, with each other player then proceeding, one at a time, clockwise around the table.
2)	Exchange Phase 
The player with the initiative picks a number of Campaign Markers from the pool equal to twice the number of players in that game. No player should look at the fronts of any of the markers while they’re being picked. The picked markers are placed face down in any convenient spot just off to the side of the map. Starting with the player holding the initiative, players bid treasury points (TP or pounds) for them. See section 9.0.
3)	Negotiations Phase 
Any, some, or all of the players may make agreements with each other. See section 10.0.
4)	Outfitting Phase 
a)	Each player expends TP to bring new units into play, found colonies and/or to remove Plunder Markers. See sections 11.0, 21.0 and 24.0.
b)	Automatically, and at no cost, remove all Plunder Markers from all pirate ports. See sections 21.0 and 25.0.
c)	The player with the initiative places all treasure fleets in their starting squares. See section 23.0.
d)	Each player may form his ship units into fleets. See section 12.0.
5)	Operations Phases
The player with the initiative conducts an operation with one force by paying the required number of TP to do so. During the operation, that force operates in the following order. Note that you may use the same force to conduct more than one Operations Phase during a single turn by waiting for your turn to come around again and paying for another operation. See section 13.0.
a)	Movement Segment 
b)	Naval Combat Segment
c)	Land Combat segment
d)	Plunder Segment
e)	Treasure Fleet Segment

Second & Subsequent Operations Phases
The next player (moving clockwise from the initiative player in three-player and four-player games), then conducts an Operations Phase with one of his own forces as described above. Continue rotating players and performing Operations Phase until either of the following first occurs: all players declare a “pass,” or there are no combat units anywhere on the map. Other than that, there is no limit on the number of Operations Phases that may be played during a given turn or over the course of an entire game.
6)	Revenue Phase 
a)	Each player collects (records on a piece of paper) the number of TP indicated on his player card for “Annual Inland Revenue.” See section 8.0. 
b)	Each player collects the number of points indicated on the map for each port, of any and all types, over which he has undisputed control. See sections 6.0 and 8.0.
c)	Each player collects income for any treasure fleets they brought to any of their home ports during this turn. See section 23.0.
d)	Each player collects the prize money his victories in battle during the previous turn may have won him (see 18.3).
7)	Sudden Death Victory Check Phase 
Players check to see if they have fulfilled their nation’s sudden death victory conditions. If they have, then the game comes to an end and they have won the game. Note that the Spanish, though they have a special victory condition, it isn’t actually “sudden death.” See section 26.0.
8)	End of Turn Phase 
Players mark the passage of one turn. If this was the turn that had been agreed on as being the last for that game, determine the winner according to section 26.0. If that’s not the case, go to the beginning of this outline and start the next turn.

5.0 Control of Major Powers

5.1 Status 
The major powers are: England, the Netherlands, France and Spain. A major power is always in one of two states: belligerence or neutrality.

5.2 Belligerence 
Every major power controlled by a player is automatically a belligerent. Universal belligerence is the default status of all major powers actively involved in a game by being player directed. Note, though, that status doesn’t prevent players from forming alliances, making deals, etc.

5.3 Neutral Major Powers
Major powers not controlled by players are neutral. Their units aren’t set up on the map. Your units may enter the port squares of neutral powers, and you may even use them as bases from which to conduct operations; however, no attacks or plunder may be launched against neutral ports. 
 
5.4 Colonies 
Colonies have no inherent nationality in the game. They are controlled by a the player that currently has a force in it. You may always attack and plunder all colonies on the map, land troops, and build things there, etc. For instance, in a game in which Spain was neutral, those colonies you know to have historically belonged to that country aren’t taken out of play.

5.5 Pirate Ports 
Pirate Ports are always belligerent, even though they’re not controlled by any player. Any player may enter, attack and plunder pirate ports, which will necessitate a check on the Pirate Table. See section 25.0.

5.6 Putting Ashore & Control
You may have your fleets enter and attack belligerent home ports; however, your land units may never be disembarked into such squares. That’s owing to numerous defensive land forces not shown in the game. You may enter, attack and put ashore your land units in all other ports on the map, and otherwise take control of them. 
For example, say England is belligerent and Spain is neutral. An English fleet could enter the Cadiz square, but it couldn’t plunder it or land a regiment there. In that same game, though, an English fleet could enter the colony port of Vera Cruz, plunder it, land a regiment, and build a fort there, which would also remain the base for the New Spain Treasure Fleet, which would then be controlled by England as long as that player controlled Vera Cruz.

5.7 No Borders
There are no borders on the map as such. Rather, a major power’s territory is shown via the ports it controls with its combat forces. 

6.0 Control of Squares

6.1 
Within the limits given above, you may “control a square” (other than the home ports of belligerent major powers) by having one or more of your combat units unopposed in it. If you empty a square of all your units, you thereby lose control of that square (even if it's one of your own home ports), and any other player who moves units into it gains control for as long as they remain there unopposed (provided its not a home port square of another player). You might later regain control of a lost square by reoccupying it.

6.2 
Note that while you may never control another player’s home ports, you may deny another player control of one or more of his home ports by destroying all his combat units in them while keeping units of your own there.
For example, enemy forts could be destroyed by naval bombardment, and your fleet would then serve to deny the other player control of that square (even though that fleet’s presence wouldn’t give you control of that square).

6.3 
All types of combat units may control squares, including ships, regiments and forts. Leaders by themselves may not control a square.

6.4 Disputed Control
If more than one player’s units simultaneously occupy the same square, control there is “disputed.” Note that new units may not enter play in, nor is any port revenue collected for, disputed ports.

7.0 Initiative Determination

7.1 
During each turn’s Initiative Determination Phase, players determine who will be the “initiative player” (or “first player”) for that turn. To make that determination, each player counts the number of treasure fleet ports over which he presently has undisputed control. The player with the largest number has the initiative. In the event of ties, or if no one controls any such ports, roll a die and the high roller has the initiative for that turn. See 4.2(1) for the significance of having the initiative. 

7.2 
Several activities involve more than one player, such as outfitting units. If there’s any question about the order in which players should execute actions, the player with the initiative always goes first, followed clockwise by the others.

8.0 Revenue Phase

8.1 
Each player should keep an open and running total of his TP on a piece of paper.

8.2 Collecting TP Revenue
During every turn’s Revenue Phase, players gain TP as follows:
1)	Annual Inland Revenue 
Each major power’s annual inland revenue is listed on that nation’s player card. That is the number of TP that player receives automatically, regardless of the ports he controls.
2)	Treasure Fleet Revenue 
This is explained in detail in section 23.0. In short, each player gains variable amounts of TP for each treasure fleet he’s brought back to a home port during that turn.
3)	Port Control Revenue 
Each player receives the points shown in each port square on the map for ports over which he has undisputed control at this time. This includes every port over which he has undisputed control (see section 6.0).
4)	Prize Money 
Winning a naval battle may give you additional TP (see 18.3).

8.3 
The total of TP collected during this phase become available for expenditure at the start of the next turn. Also note TP may be saved from turn to turn throughout the game. No deficit expenditure is ever allowed.

9.0 Campaign Markers

9.1 
Players use Campaign Markers to enable various military and political actions. Before starting their first game, all the players should be sure to read thoroughly the marker explanations below, since some of them can have major impact on the course of events during play. Note, though, some of the marker explanations won’t make complete sense to you until you’ve read through all the rest of the rules sections.

9.2 The Pool 
At the start of play, put all Campaign Markers in a large-mouth opaque container, which is referred to as the “pool.” When instructed by the rules to pick Campaign Markers, a player picks at random (without first looking at them) the designated number. When that takes place during an Exchange Phase, the picked markers are all placed face down off to the side of the map. When a marker is drawn in any other phase in the game, the designated player picks the marker and immediately takes control of it (and may look at it). Unless otherwise instructed, a player doesn’t have to show his markers to the other players (though he may choose to do so). When a player gains a marker, he should place it face down in front of his position at the map. Players may not hide their face down markers from general sight.

9.3 Gaining Markers 
You gain markers as follows:
1)	Initial Set Up 
The set up rules designate how many markers each player has at the start of the game. 
2)	Exchange Phase 
During each Exchange Phase, the first player picks four, six or eight markers from the pool (twice the number of people playing), and then all players are allowed to bid for them (while not yet knowing exactly what markers they will turn out to be). The player with the initiative bids first in the bidding for the first marker, then bidding proceeds clockwise from him. Run as many rounds of bidding as necessary to determine an owner for each marker. In the bidding for the next marker, the player sitting next clockwise from the first player bids first, etc. Any un-bid-for markers are returned to the pool, as are any for which there are unresolved tie bids. Players are never required to bid for any marker.
3)	Campaign Markers 
Certain markers will award their owning player more markers.
4)	Combat Results & Plunder 
Certain combat results and plundering allow players to gain markers.

9.4 
Except when bidding for them in the Exchange Phase, you don’t pay TP to acquire markers.

9.5 Holding Limits 
Each may accumulate at any one time (hold in his “hand”) up to the following number of markers: two player game�—�18; three player game�—�12; four player game�—�nine. 

9.6 
If you’re holding the maximum number of markers and some event calls for you to gain more, you must first randomly return to the pool the number of markers sufficient to negate that surplus before picking new markers. (So you might end up re-picking all or some of the same markers.) Additionally, players may at any time choose to return markers to the pool without having played them. Also see rule 10.2.

9.7 Playing Markers
There are three general types of Campaign Markers.
1)	Action Markers are played at their owning player’s option at times in the game specified by each marker’s individual explanation.
2)	Battle Markers are played at the owning player’s option during combat. 
3)	Mercenary Admirals are treated like friendly leader units as soon as they’re gained.

9.8 
Generally, when a marker is played it’s then returned to the pool. If, however, you play a Battle Marker and win that battle, you (the victorious player) keep that marker. You also keep Mercenary Admiral Markers on the map once picked, though they’re returned to the pool if eliminated in combat. Note certain markers may be played during another player’s Operations Phases, if so indicated in its explanation (see below). 

9.9 No Marker Play Limit
Within the strictures given above, you may potentially play any number of markers in a given phase or turn. You may be restricted, though, in the number of Battle Markers you may play during a single combat due to leader limits.

9.10 Losing Markers
Certain events call for a player to lose (give up) markers. 
1)	Certain markers force the return to the pool of other markers. In such a situation the returning player picks at random the designated number of markers from those he has in his hand and immediately returns them to the pool.
2)	If you lose a battle, you lose all campaign markers you played during that combat.

9.11 
If you’re instructed to lose all your Campaign Markers, return to the pool all then in your possession. If you’re required to lose markers, but you have none at moment, there’s no effect or later loss.

9.12 Trading Markers 
Markers may be traded among players; see section 10.0.

9.13 Campaign Marker Explanations

Battle Markers

Note: You may never play more than one of each type of Battle Marker per single battle; however, each marker applies for that entire battle. 

Gunners (Battle):
All your ships hit on a die roll of five or six for broadside combat all during this battle. Play at the start of your first round of firing during the battle.

Line Ahead (Battle):
You may fire two or more ships at a single enemy ship during this battle. Play at the start of your first round of firing during the battle.

Marines (Battle):
All friendly regiments hit on a die roll of four through six for land combat during this battle. Play at the start of your first round of firing during the battle.

Raking Attack (Battle):
Play during any Wind Gauge Segment, before rolling the die, then add one to that one Wind Gauge die roll. 

Action Markers

Articles of War (Action):
You may re-roll any one die roll you make on the Naval Incidents or Mutiny Table. You must implement the second die roll.

Bankers (Action):
Play during any Revenue Phase. Roll two dice, total the results and receive that number of TP.

Boatswain (Action):
Play during your Movement Segment. You may repair all damage inflicted on any one of your ships. This costs no TP and may be done anywhere.

Coffee House Chatter (Action):
Play during your Operations Phase. You may pick at random one campaign marker from another player’s hand; however, you must then also give that player this marker. Or you may instead return this marker to the pool and pick at random two markers in return.

Command Dispute (Action):
Play at the start of a battle immediately after the opposing player has declared an admiral-in-chief. Roll a die; if the result is greater than that leader’s value, your opponent may not play any Battle Markers for this battle. Note: play of this marker doesn’t count as play of a Battle Marker. 

Company Charter (Action):
Play during the Outfitting Phase. You may place two of your fort points, along with one 4th or 5th or 6th rate ship unit, in any one colonial or potentate port on the map, regardless of who presently has forces in that square. The units may not be placed in a home, pirate or treasure fleet port.

Diplomacy (Action):
Play during your Operations Phase instead of initiating an operation. If you have a leader in a potentate or European port (not a home port), roll a die. If the result is less than or equal to that man’s leader value: all other nations’ ships in that port immediately move one square out to sea; disembarked leaders and regiments must embark and join the retreat, if carry capacity is sufficient. Further, all other nations’ forts in the square, and leaders and regiments that don’t embark for the retreat, are eliminated. Also see the optional Potentate rule section (29.0).

Grand Design (Action):
You must have a leader with the force for which you want to play this. A force that’s just completed its Operations Phase may execute another operation without any other player taking his Operations Phase first. This second operation doesn’t require any TP expenditure. 

Honors of War (Action):
Play during land combat before the shooting starts. If the attacker has at least twice the ground combat strength as the defender, the defender is eliminated; however, no Campaign Markers are gained or lost by either side. This may be played by either the attacker or defender.

Letter of Marque (Action):
Play at the start of your Operations Phase. Instead of making a normal operation, you may launch a pirate attack. Designate any one pirate port and roll the Pirate Table. Place the resultant pirate force in the designated port, and then conduct an operation with it, at no cost in TP. Remove the pirate force at the end of that Operations Phase.

Lords of Six Weeks (Action):
You may play this for any of your ships in a port that aren’t part of any fleet. Instead of taking an Operations Phase, those ships may be formed into a fleet provided you have available a Fleet Marker. Alternatively, they may join a fleet that’s already in the same port and that then conducts no operation in this phase.

Lucky Shot (Action):
You may play this at any time during a battle in which your forces are involved when and an enemy ship receives damage or is sunk, and that ship is transporting an enemy leader. Roll a die. If the roll is greater then that man’s leader value, he’s eliminated instead of being transferred to another ship. If the roll is equal to or less than his leader value, there’s no effect. Note: this isn’t considered a Battle Marker.

Master Navigator (Action):
You must have a leader with your active force in order to play this. Play it after you’ve rolled for movement but before any nautical events or any actual movement takes place. You re-roll the dice and may choose either result.

Natives Are Restless (Action):
Play this at any time. Designate another player and roll a die. That player must eliminate that number of fort and/or regiment points anywhere on the map other than in his home ports.

Nell Gywn (Action):
Play at the start of any of your Operations Phases, before you pay for that operation. Roll a die and receive that number of TP.

Press Gang (Action):
Play at the start of any of your Operations Phases. You may then choose to mobilize one friendly ship, but not a 1st or 2nd Rater. Or you may instead chose to roll a die and receive that total number of regiments and/or fort points. You may place those unit(s) in any one unplundered port presently occupied by friendly forces. Play of this marker costs no TP.

Rally (Action):
Same as Press Gang except, in addition, you also receive a leader picked randomly from among all your available leaders.

Salt Pork & Biscuits (Action):
Play at the start of any of your Operations phases. You may initiate an operation with one force without having to pay any TP.

Samuel Pepys (Action):
Play in any Revenue Phase. Roll a die and receive that number of randomly picked Campaign Markers at no cost. Don’t return this marker to the pool until after all the rolled for markers have been picked.

Spy (Action):
This may be used to do one of the following: 1) play it during your Movement Segment to allow you examine the units in any one square of your choice on the map; or 2) play it during your Movement Segment to allow you to examine all the Campaign Markers in the hand of any one player of your choice; or 3) play it at the start of an Exchange Phase to allow you to examine all the markers about to be bid on prior to the start of all bidding; or 4) play it at any time to negate the play of any other player’s play of a Diplomacy, Spy or Treachery Marker prior to that marker going into effect.

Sovereign of the Seas (Action):
You may play this in one of two ways: 1) play it during the Initiative Determination Phase in order to gain the initiative regardless of other considerations; or 2) play it at the start of any other player’s Operations phase. That player must then “pass.”

Treachery (Action):
Play during your Movement Segment to allow you to pick at random two Campaign Markers held by any other player. 

Leader Markers

Mercenary Admiral (Leader). 
Place this admiral in the same square with any of your forces. Treat him in all respects as a friendly leader with a leader value of “1.” If eliminated, or if all other friendly units in the force are eliminated, return this marker to the pool. 

10.0 Negotiations

10.1 
During the Negotiations Phase, players may openly conduct negotiations with each other, making whatever agreements they decide on within the following restrictions. No secret agreements are allowed; all negotiations take place verbally at the table.

10.2 
Players may openly negotiate any of the following: 1) trading Campaign Markers for TP and vice versa; or they may simply give other players markers and TP; 2) if all players agree, end the game immediately and determine the victor, and/or 3) any other agreements players find acceptable, as long as they don’t violate any rules. 
For example, two players might agree not to attack each other’s units for a turn, demobilize certain units, etc.

10.3 Violating Agreements
If an agreement is broken, the violating player loses half his Campaign markers (round up), picked at random. They’re distributed randomly among the other players as evenly as possible.

11.0 Outfitting & Reinforcements

11.1 
Building new units and entering them into play is called “outfitting.” Players may outfit additional units as reinforcements after a game has already begun. Regular outfitting occurs in the Outfitting Phases throughout the game by spending TP. Also note some units are outfitted by expending certain types of Campaign Markers or according to the special abilities described on the player cards in section 27.0

11.2 Expenditure Table 
Spending TP allows for the outfitting and entry into play of units as designated on the Expenditure Table on the mapsheet. You spend the designated number of TP and then place the outfitted units in the squares described as allowed for such entry on the table. Previously eliminated units may be outfitted back into play any number of times, and outfitting is always done deliberately; that is, by looking before outfitting; you don’t pick outfitting units randomly. Note that leaders may also be outfitted by paying TP.

11.3 Demobilization 
A player may choose to demobilize units during any Outfitting Phase, provided there in home port and/or colony squares. Such units are simply removed from the map. They become available for outfitting on any following turn. You don’t receive TP refunds for demobilizing units.

11.4 Placement Restrictions
You may place reinforcements only in squares that are already friendly occupied. You may place any number and type of outfitted units in your own home port squares unless enemy forces are there. No more than one arriving ship unit may be entered in each non-home port square per turn. No more than one arriving land strength point may be entered in each non-home port square per turn. Units may never be entered via plundered squares, other players’ home ports, or squares that don’t contain ports. Other restrictions are described on the Expenditure Table. 

11.5 Counter-Mix Limits 
The number of combat and leader units in the counter-mix is a design limit. Players may not outfit more units or leaders than are available for a particular power. 

12.0 Forces, Fleets & Organization
 
12.1 
A “force” is defined as one of the following: 1) A fleet and all of its subordinate units; or 2) a ship or unit in a square that’s not part of a fleet; or 3) any number of land units in a square that aren’t part of a fleet.

12.2 Organization 
During the last step of every Outfitting Phase, you may organize/reorganize your units into fleets. The units to be organized must already be in the same square. Place all units to be part of the same fleet within the Fleet Holding Box on the mapsheet and then place that correspondingly numbered Fleet Marker on the map in the space in which the organization is taking place. A Fleet may consist of any number of ships and transported land and leader units. You may organize/reorganize fleets only during the Form Fleets Segment (d) of the Outfitting Phase. Once organized, a fleet remains in play in that way until the beginning of the next Organization Phase, at which time you may dissolve it, keep it in play as-is, or reorganize it. Also see 16.6.

12.3 Disorganization
As an exception to the above, certain nautical incidents and combat results may cause units in a fleet to be immediately separated from it.

12.4 Minimums 
A Fleet Marker must always have at least one unit in it. If at any time all units represented by a Fleet Marker are eliminated, remove that marker from the map. (It may be reused.)

12.5 
Units aren’t required to be part of a fleet. Individual ships may move on the map; however, this will make it difficult to concentrate them for battle, since ships not in a fleet move and fight individually.

12.6 Movement & Combat
is performed force by force. When you move a force, you can move one organized fleet or one independent unit. Similarly, you may attack with only one force at a time, even if there is more than one of your forces in the same square at the same time.
13.0 Operations

13.1 
Beginning with the player who presently has the initiative, each player has the opportunity to conduct one operation with one force. Then the next player has that opportunity, and that process continues, moving clockwise from the first (initiative) player, with each player performing any number of Operations Phases (one at a time in rotation) until one of the following first occurs:
1)	All players declare “pass” in a row. If you declare a pass, but one or more of the other players makes an operation before the initiative rotates back to you, you then have the opportunity to make an operation or pass again. 
2)	There are no combat units anywhere on the map.
3)	All players are out of TP.

13.2 Procedure 
To initiate an operation, do the following. Note that not every operation will necessarily entail each of the steps listed below in “3.” Every operation is considered a full operation, no matter how many of the sub-steps are actually performed within it.
1)	Designate one of your forces to be activated for the phase.
2)	Expend the number of TP indicated on the Expenditure Table, based on your designated force’s position on the map.
3)	Conduct the operation in the following order:
a)	Movement Segment 
b)	Naval Combat Segment 
c)	Land Combat Segment
d)	Plunder Segment
e)	Treasure Fleet Segment

13.3 Nautical Incidents 
If, in 3a above, you roll two numbers that are the same (“doubles”); for example, two “3s”, a “nautical incident” occurs. You must then roll on the Nautical Incident Table (printed on the mapsheet), and implement those results, before conducting any movement.

13.4 No Limit on Operations
Within the strictures given above, players may potentially conduct any number of Operations Phase during every turn. The same force may conduct any number of operations in a single turn, as long as only one force conducts just one operation per Operations Phase. 

14.0 Stacking

14.1 
There is no limit on the number of friendly units that may be in a square at the same time, which situation is called “stacking.”

14.2 Enemy Presence
Units may move into a square containing ship units belonging to other players; however, they must then stop in that square for that phase. Such entries may lead to combat during an ensuing Combat Segment.

14.3 
Ships may move into and through squares containing only enemy land units without stopping or having to attacking them. Fleets must stop in squares containing enemy fleets and attack them. Note: since land units may not move by themselves (see section 16.0), there will not be the converse situation of a land unit that’s on land moving through a ship unit.

14.4 
Hostile forces may co-exist in the same square for potentially any length of time.

15.0 Fog of War

15.1 
Your combat units and Campaign Markers should be kept face down, unless an event specifically allows another player to examine them. You player may always examine your own units, leaders and markers.

15.2 
You may examine an opponent’s units at the following times: 1) during movement, both involved players must reveal, to all players, all their units in a square the instant they enter a square containing enemy units; 2) as the result of the play of certain Campaign Markers; and 3) during combat resolution.

15.3 
You may voluntarily reveal your units, leaders and markers any time you decide it’s advantageous for you to do so.

16.0 Movement

16.1 
Forces move from square to square by paying movement point (MP) costs. 
 
16.2 Who & What May Move
Only ship units and fleets may move. Leaders and regiments may move if transported by ships. Fort and Colony markers may never move once placed on the map, except to go back into the pool of available units via demobilization or as part of a combat result.

16.3 Generating MP
To move a force, do the following:

1)	Declares one leader in the force “admiral-in-chief.” If there is no leader with the force, the fleet may still move, but without the modifier in 3 below. Note that having an admiral-in-chief in no way negates the roll of doubles.
2)	Roll two dice. If Doubles are rolled, check on the Nautical Incident Table and immediately apply that result.
3)	Add to the dice roll the number equal to the admiral-in-chief’s leader value.
4)	Moves the force up to a number of squares equal to the total of the dice and leader value. 

16.4 Movement Procedure 
A force may move any number of squares up to the total determined above. A force doesn’t have to expend all (or any of) its MP before ending its move. When moving, a force moves from contiguous square to contiguous square; no skipping or jumping over of any square is allowed. Forces may move across the sides and/or diagonals of squares. Each square entered costs one MP to be deducted from the moving force’s movement allowance for that operation.

16.5 Diagonals
You may still move through a diagonal if one of the squares on either side of it is impassable or enemy occupied. If both those squares are impassable and/or enemy occupied, however, you may not move diagonally.

16.6 Force Integrity
A moving force may not pick up additional units or fleets as it moves (exception; see 23.4). A moving force may “drop off’ units as it moves, but such dropped off units may not conduct further movement or any other operation that same phase. Effectively, once a unit has been dropped off, it’s no longer part of the moving force for any purpose. A drop off could potentially be moved in a subsequent Operations Phase as a separate force.

16.7 Terrain 
Moving forces may enter only all-sea squares and coastal squares.
Moving forces may not cross square sides that are all land. Land and leader units may only be embarked and debarked in coastal squares. 

16.8 Enemy Occupied Squares 
All forces must stop moving for that phase when they first enter any enemy occupied square. (Yes, via negotiations conducted in the Negotiations Phase, two or more players could agree to allow their units to pass through one another’s units in specific locales, etc.)

16.9 
Units required to stop in a square may start a normal move in that force’s next Operations Phase. Such a force might then move directly into another movement-halting square, but it would then immediately have to stop again for the remainder of that phase. Such forces might also start out by moving normally into non-halting squares.

16.10 Circumnavigation 
A moving force may attempt to do a Trans-Pacific move by moving from the west map edge to the east, or from the east map edge to the west, but only via rows A through O.
That’s done as follows:
1)	The force must contain at least one leader with a leader value of “1” or more.
2)	It starts its move in a square that’s part of an eligible map edge.
3)	After determining its MP for that phase, roll twice for it on the Nautical Incident Table. If a “Becalmed” result occurs on either die roll, it doesn’t move. Apply other results normally. 
4)	If the circumnavigating force is allowed to move, it moves to the other map edge; however, yet another die must immediately be rolled for it. On a one or two, it crosses via the same hex row through which it left. On a three or four, roll another die and it’s placed that number of rows north. On a five or six, roll another die and it’s placed that number of rows south. If the number rolled would put the force off the crossing-eligible portion of the map, place it in the last eligible row in that direction.

16.11
Forces may not make moves off the north or south map edges.

16.12 Cape Horn 
To move around the tip of South America, a moving force must enter U4 or U8 and then pay seven MP to move to the other of those two squares. If it has MP remaining after that, it may continue moving. If a moving force arrives in one of the crossing squares with fewer than seven MP remaining to it for that operation, it may not cross until it starts a new operation with seven or more MP. 

17.0 Combat
 
17.1 
Combat occurs between opposing forces in the same square. Combat isn’t mandatory. Only one force may attack at a time, and it must be the one conducting the current Operations Phase. If there’s potentially more than one defending force in a square, the attacker must pick only one of them to attack. A given force may attack only once per Operations Phase, but note that a force may attack more than once per turn if the owning player initiates more than one Operations Phase with it.

17.2 Rounds 
Combat is fought in “rounds.” During each round, the following occur in the order listed below:
1)	Admiral-in-Chief: Both involved players openly name which leader in his force, if any, will be his commander for that battle.
2)	Wind Gauge: Each involved player chooses any Raking Attack Campaign Markers in his hand and that he now wishes to play to affect this outcome. Roll a die, adding one to that result for each played Raking Attack Marker. Then also add in the leader value of the admiral-in-chief (if any). Note that both involved players roll for the wind gauge even if he/they doesn’t have an admiral-in-chief or any Raking Attack Campaign Markers. The player with the highest total may do one of the following:
2a)	Break-off. In this case, no combat occurs. The player breaking off must immediately move his involved force to an adjacent square. See the last paragraph of rule 18.1 for a further explanation of how to break-off. 
2b)	If the final wind gauge result is a tie, there’s no combat or break off in that Operations Phase. The fleets are considered to have missed each other. 
2c)	Engage. Combat occurs, and the player “with the wind gauge” is the first player in each of the engagement segments described below in 3.
3)	Engagement Procedure
3a)	First Player Fire Segment. The first player resolves the fire of his involved ships.
3b)	Second Player Fire Segment. The second player resolves the fire of his involved ships.
4)	Subsequent Rounds  At the start of each new set of rounds (3a and 3b), both players determine the wind gauge again (previously played Wind Gauge Markers are not available for reuse). Continue alternating firing rounds, as above, until one of the following first occurs: 
a)	all ships on one side are eliminated; or
b)	one side breaks off; or 
c)	the wind gauge result is a tie. When one of those events occur, the battle is over and players determine who won it.

17.3 Discretion 
Neither involved player is required to fire any, some or all his involved ships in any of his own firing segments. Even is you entirely skip one of your firing segments, however, that doesn’t get you out of having to receive your opponent’s fire. Ships that don’t fire may still be fired on when the other guy takes his turn.

17.4 Firing Procedure is as follows:
1)	Indicate your firing ship and its target ship. If you chose to play a Line Ahead Battle Marker, you may concentrate any number of firing ships against any one target ship. See 17.7 below.
2)	Roll a die for each gunnery point of your firing ship(s).
3)	If the result is a six, the targeted ship has been hit. Place a Damage Marker on it. If you chose to commit a Gunners Battle Marker, targeted ships are hit on a result of five or six.
 
17.5 Fireships Combat procedure is as follows:
1)	Designate a single fireship and its single target ship.
2)	Roll a die for each “gunnery” point of your “firing” fireship.
3)	If the result is a five, the targeted ship panics. If the result is a six, the targeted ship receives a Damage Marker.
4)	No matter the die roll result, the attacking fireship is automatically eliminated. Note, however, that fireships defend normally and don’t auto-destruct when doing so.

17.6 Sequential Fire Effects 
The first player fires, and all that damage is registered, before the second player gets a chance to fire back. (It’s important to have the wind gauge.)
 
17.7 Combining Fire 
Normally you may have a maximum of one ship fire at one enemy ship. That’s true even if you have more ships than the defender, which will mean you will have ships that may not fire. If, however, you play a Line Ahead Battle Marker, you may combine the fire of two or more ships at a single target.

17.8 
Under no circumstances may a ship or group of ships fire at more than one target during one firing round. You may not split a single ship’s fire among more than one target during any given round. No ship may ever fire its gunnery factor more than once per round.

17.9 Battle Marker Limit 
The total number of Battle Markers you play in a battle may not exceed the leader value of your admiral-in-chief for the battle.

17.10 Transported Land Units 
Land units being transported by fleets don’t add their gunnery factor to that of the ship transporting them. For each increment of damage a transporting ship suffers, one transported regiment is immediately eliminated. If a ship unit transporting land units is sunk, all those land units are also eliminated.

17.11 Leaders Aboard 
If one or more leaders is/are aboard a ship, one of them may add his leadership value to the gunnery factor of that ship. If you’re using the optional combat rules (section 31.0), that’s true for both broadside and boarding combat.

17.12 Leader Casualties 
If a ship carrying one or more leaders is damaged, none of the leaders are affected. If such a ship is sunk, the leader(s) is/are transferred to another ship(s) in the same force (owning player’s choice). If there are no other ships available, the leader(s) is/are eliminated. Also see the Lucky Shot Action Marker explanation in section 9.0.

18.0 Combat Results

18.1 Combat results  explanations are as follows:
Damage
Place a damage marker on the ship. Each such marker equals one increment of damage. If the number of Damage Markers on a ship come to exceed its damage rating, that the ship is instantly sunk (eliminated and removed from the map). Each Damage Marker also works to instantly eliminate one regiment being carried aboard the damaged ship.
Sunk
The ship is eliminated, as are all regiments carried by it at that time. Note in certain cases a leader(s) aboard will also be eliminated, while under other circumstances he/they may transfer to another ship(s) in the fleet.
Panic
The player owning the panicked ship must break off with it, as described below. It is then no longer involved in any way in the rest of that battle. If it was part of a fleet, it’s no longer part of that fleet.
Break-off
Ships that break-off are no longer part of the fleet. The owning player moves his breaking off units one square. All units then breaking-off must break off together to the same square. That square must be playable one. It may contain an enemy force(s), and there’s no penalty for entering such squares. Break-off effectively ends the Operations Phase for the units breaking off; they may no longer fire or be fired on, nor may they plunder.
 
18.2 Damage Markers 
stacked atop ships that aren’t yet sunk remain with that ship. They’re removed during any Outfitting Phase: see the Expenditure Table on the mapsheet for costs and other requirements. Paying the cost shown on the table allows you to immediately remove all damage markers from an individual ship. Also note play of a Boatswain Action Marker, during any one of your Movement Segments, also works to allow that for one damaged ship at no cost at that time.

18.3 Damage Effects 
When burdened with one or more Damage Markers, a ship is affected as follows:
1)	Its gunnery factor is reduced by one for each increment of damage, to a minimum of zero.
2)	If a fleet attempting to gain the wind gauge contains half or more damaged ships, the opposing player adds one to his wind gauge die roll. If both sides have half or more damaged ships, ignore this provision.

18.4 Post Battle 
On completion of a battle�—�see 17.2(4)�— execute the following steps in this order:
1)	Return to the proper square on the map all surviving units of both sides, taking care to keep Damage Markers in place.
2)	Execute any required break off movement. Units that aren’t breaking off go into in the square on the map where the battle took place.
3)	Determine who won the battle. To do that, both players should openly add up the number of gunnery points of the enemy ships they sank in the battle and then double that number. Add to that number one point for each increment of damage scored against enemy ships during the battle that are still afloat. Don’t count any damage with which they may have entered the battle. The player with the most points calculated in that way has won the battle. Draws are possible.
4)	The winner keeps in his hand all markers he used in the battle. The loser returns to the pool all the markers he used in the battle. If a draw, both players return all their played markers.
5)	Determine the number of TP (“prize money”)	the winner immediately receives from his grateful government. That amount is equal to the number of gunnery strength points of enemy ships sunk. Draws generate no prize money, nor are defeated players ever paid it. 

18.5 
To ease the above calculations, players involved in a battle should take, and keep close by them, all enemy ships they sink during each battle until that engagement’s winner has been determined. Similarly, note on a piece of paper if any enemy ships have Damage Markers on them when they enter a battle, as those markers will not count for points at the end of that battle. (Of course, you might sink, or further damage, such pre-damaged enemy ships, and thus make your bones in that way.)

19.0 Land Unit Movement

19.1 
There are two types of land combat units in the game: regiments (which are mobile) and forts (which are static). Land units may never move by themselves. Regiments and leaders may be transported by ships. Forts, once placed, may never be transported or moved in anyway except to go into the dead pile (from where they may potentially be recycled back into play in the same or different locations).
 
19.2 Naval Transport 
Land units may be transported by ships of the same nation. Both the fleet and the land force must start that Movement Segment in the same port or coastal square. The fleet “picks up” the land unit(s) and then moves. That’s shown by placing the land unit(s) under the fleet counter. 

19.3 Transport Capacity 
Each transport can transport up to six regiments. Each “rated” ship unit has a capacity to transport two regiments. Fireships and Treasure Fleets may not transport land combat units. A transport or rated ship may carry an unlimited number of leaders. Also note that, via negotiation, one player’s ships may be used to transport another player’s units. Such deals may not, however, be broken while the transporting ships are at sea. The units must be delivered to the agreed-upon port within the agreed-upon time.

19.4 Port Embarkation
Fleets that embark (load) land units in friendly controlled port squares may move normally during that same Movement Segment.

19.5 Coastal Embarkation
Fleets may embark units in coastal squares that don’t contain ports (Terra Incognita), or whose ports are controlled by another player. In those situations, embarking requires an entire Movement Segment. That is, both the fleet(s) and embarking unit(s) stay in place and, at the end of that segment the embarking unit(s) is/are placed beneath the fleet. Note, though, if there were enemy units in the embarkation square, the fleet embarking the land units could potentially still execute an attack and could still plunder.

19.6 Contested Ports 
If both enemy and friendly combat units simultaneously occupy the same port square, neither player is considered to be controlling that port. That would mean any embarkations there would have to be made under the provisions of coastal embarkation.

19.7 Debarkation 
You may debark (unload) any units in a port or coastal square at the start of your the Land Combat Segment at no movement cost, regardless of who controls the square.

19.8 
Land units may begin a scenario embarked on ships in the same square. 

20.0 Land Combat
 
20.1 
Land combat is conducted during the Land Combat Segment. Regiments may attack and defend. Forts may only fire when defending; they never attack. 

20.2 Procedure
Land combat is conducted as follows:
1)	Tactical Phase.
Both involved players openly roll a die and add to it the leader value of his admiral-in-chief (if any). The side with the higher total fires first. In the event of ties, no combat occurs: owing to general incompetence, the forces fail to engage.
 
2)  Bombardment  & Coastal  Defense Phase.
If the attacker got the higher total, conduct bombardment prior to coastal defense. If the defender got the higher total, conduct coastal defense prior to bombardment. As in naval combat, all losses are immediately extracted.
2a)	Bombardment.
The phasing fleet may attack any defending land units. They may not do so if there are any enemy ships in the square. Roll one die per gunnery point. A roll of six causes one fort or regimental port to be eliminated. Forts must be eliminated prior to regiments. More than one ship may fire at the same land unit, and not all enemy land units need be targeted. It’s not necessary to announce all targeting prior to the start of rolling, nor is it necessary to fire all available ships. No single ship’s gunnery factor may be directed at more than one target, even if that target is eliminated prior to the ship firing all its guns.
2b)	Coastal Defense.
Forts fire at bombarding ships, and they hit on a die roll of six. Damage is inflicted normally as in naval combat. More than one fort may fire at the same ship, and not all enemy ships need be targeted. (Ships that didn’t bombard may not be targeted.) It’s not necessary to announce all targeting prior to the start of rolling. No single fort’s gunnery factor may be directed at more than one target, even if that target is eliminated prior to the fort firing all its guns.
3)	On Shore Combat.
Disembarked land units (regiments) now attack disembarked enemy land units (forts and regiments). Use the same firing precedence and procedure as given above in 2a and 2b. A roll of five or six causes one targeted fort or regiment to be eliminated. Also see 22.4.

20.3 Rounds 
Continue firing in rounds of combat; however, the player with the higher tactical value, as determined above in step one, may call a halt to combat at the start of any of his rounds and that ends the battle. Unlike naval combat, there is no break off.

21.0 Plunder
 
21.1 
You may plunder squares in order to destroy a Colony Marker  (see section 24.0) or port in it and to gain TP.

21.2 Procedure 
Plunder is conducted during the Plunder Segments of your own Operations Phases. For each plunder attempt, roll on the Plunder Table. On any result four through six, remove any Colony Marker and place a Plundered Marker in the square. On a result of one through three, no marker is placed; however, follow the other instructions given for the roll on the Plunder Table.

21.3 
Ships and/or regiments may plunder.

21.4 
You may not plunder, nor attempt to plunder, a given square more than once per Plunder Segment.

21.5 Restrictions 
A force may not attempt plunder if: 1) it’s in a square that presently contains a Plunder Marker; or 2) it’s in an all-sea square; or 3) it’s in a square that contains enemy combat units; or 4) if it’s in any home port square, friendly or otherwise.

21.6 Effects 
Remove any colony marker in a plundered square. Treasure Fleets may not start in plundered squares. A plundered colony square no longer has a port in it, nor does it have any TP value. 

21.7 Duration 
In general, a plundered square remains plundered until any player whose units occupy the square expends TP to remove the marker during step 4a of the turn sequence. 
Exception 1:
A plundered Terra Incognita square that had a Colony Marker in it doesn’t automatically get back that marker when the Plunder Marker is removed from it. It would need to have another colony founded in it before returning to true functionality. In such situations a Plunder Marker may be removed, and a new Colony Marker may be placed, all in the same step 4a (or the colony might be refounded in a later turn).
Exception 2:
Pirate ports automatically recover from plunder during each turn’s step 4b.

22.0 Leaders
 
22.1 
Leader counters represent great (or not so great) commanders along with a coterie of lesser officers, lackeys, etc.

22.2 
Scenario set up instructions indicate which leaders begin the game in play. All remaining leaders are placed in leader pools, one for each player. Whenever you “outfit” a leader, you do so by randomly picking from your own leader pool and placing him with any of your already deployed combat units. Leaders may be outfitted by: 1) rolling two dice and paying that number of TP during the Outfitting Phase; and 2) certain Campaign Markers allow a leader to be outfitted at no cost. Note that when using the first procedure above, once the dice are rolled, if you judge the required amount to be too much to pay, you may simply cancel that still unpicked leader’s outfitting. In that case, however, you may not again attempt the same procedure during that same turn.

22.3 Leaders & Combat 
At the start of each naval or land battle, both involved players designate a friendly leader in that fight as their side’s admiral-in-chief for that combat. You may play up to the number of Battle Markers for that combat equal to you own admiral-in-chief’s leader value. If you have no admiral-in-chief in a battle, you may not play any Battle Markers in that combat. Also see 17.2(2) for leader effects on wind gauge determination. 

22.4 Leaders & Gunnery 
Every available leader may add his leader value to the gunnery value of the firing ship he’s aboard, or to that of the regiment with which he’s stacked; however, no more than one leader’s value may be added per firing ship unit or land unit.

22.5 
In situations in which more than one leader is available, you may always choose which one that will be.

22.6 
In general, eliminated leaders are returned to the pool of available leaders and may be recruited on subsequent turns; however, see the Lucky Shot Action Marker explanation in section 9.0.

22.7 Mercenary Leaders 
Mercenary leaders have no set nationality. They’re never placed in any leader pool; instead, they’re brought into play when picked from the Campaign Marker pool (see section 9.0). If eliminated, they’re returned to the Campaign Marker pool.

22.8 Leaders & Action Markers 
Certain Action Markers require you to have a friendly leader in a force in order to for those markers to be played.

23.0 Treasure Fleets
 
23.1 
During the Treasure Fleet Phase, each player who controls one or more treasure fleet ports places in it/them the treasure fleet unit whose name corresponds to the name of that port. See the Treasure Fleet Table on the mapsheet.

23.2 
You may control (start an Operations Phase with) a treasure fleet only if you have undisputed control of its port of origin with at least one ship unit in your controlling force. If a treasure fleet port isn’t occupied by any player’s ships, that treasure fleet is still placed there, but it may not conduct any Operations Phase until a player has at least one ship there, along with undisputed control of the square itself, at the start of one of that player’s Operations Phases.

23.3 
Treasure Fleets aren’t printed in any nation’s colors. They belong to any given player only insofar he’s able to maintain a ship escort with it.

23.4 Movement 
In general, treasure fleets move like ship units, but with the following exceptions: 
1)	Warship Escort.
Treasure fleets may only move as components of fleets that contain at least one rated ship unit; however, if a treasure fleet begins a Movement Segment in the same square as a friendly fleet, it may join that fleet at that time. Even more, for purpose of treasure fleet escort, even a lone and otherwise unorganized rated ship unit may be considered a fleet. (This is an exception to rule 16.6.)	
2)	Multiple Treasure Fleets.
You may have any number of treasure fleets in the same warship fleet.
3)	Operations Cost.
A fleet that contains a treasure fleet requires only one TP for intiating an operation.
4)	Restrictions.
A moving force containing one or more treasure fleets may not enter a square containing enemy ships, nor may it attack enemy land units unless they’re in a square that’s a friendly home port for that nation. Enemy forces may enter normally, and engage in combat normally, any square containing a treasure fleet.

23.5 Reaching Home Ports 
At the end of any of your Operations Phases in which you have just entered a treasure fleet into one of your home port squares, you remove that treasure fleet from the map. During the ensuing Revenue Phase, for each treasure fleet you removed from the map in that way, consult the Treasure Fleet Table (on the mapsheet), roll the called for number of dice, and collect that amount of revenue.

23.6 
If at the end of the game turn, a treasure fleet hasn’t reached a home port, it’s removed from the map and any TP it might have yielded are lost.

23.7 Treasure Fleets & Combat 
Treasure fleets engage normally in combat. A Treasure Fleet and its escorting warship fleet are considered one combined force for combat. Treasure fleets can be sunk in combat, in which case no one gets any revenue.
23.8 Capturing Treasure Fleets 
You capture a treasure fleet if you eliminate all the ship units in its escorting warship fleet. At that time, move the treasure fleet in your attacking force�—�you then control it. A given treasure fleet may potentially be captured and/or recaptured a any number of times during a turn. 

23.9 
If the Manila treasure fleet is controlled by Spain, that player may land it at Acapulco and roll for its TP there.

23.10 
Regardless of the outcomes every turn, every treasure fleet is available to be redeployed in the following year.

24.0 Founding New Colonies
 
24.1 
Players may place Colony Markers in terra incognita squares during Outfitting Phases in order to found new colony port squares.

24.2 Procedure 
To place a Colony Marker in a terra incognita square, do the following: 1) indicate a square undisputedly occupied by at least one of your own combat units; 2) spend 20 TP; and 3) place a Colony Marker in that square. Within those strictures you may emplace any number of markers during each Outfitting Phase.

24.3 Restrictions 
Colonies may not be founded in squares that are presently plundered, nor in squares already containing a Colony Marker, nor in any kind of square other than terra incognita.

24.4 New Colony Control 
Colony markers have no set nationality. Determine control of them as given in section 6.0.

24.5 Colony Marker Effects 
Such squares are treated as regular, printed-on-the-map colony ports for all purposes. Their revenue value is always one pound.

24.6 Destruction of Colonies 
Once on the map, a Colony Marker may be eliminated only by a successful plunder operation in its square.

25.0 Pirates
 
25.1 
There are three general circumstances by which pirate units enter play: 1) if the Pirates event is rolled on the Nautical Incident Table; or 2) if a player plays a Letter of Marque Campaign Marker; or 3) If a player attacks a pirate port.

25.2 Pirate Force Generation 
When pirates are called for, roll on the Pirates Table under the designated column, and place the indicated units on the map. 

25.3 Pirate Table Explanation 
The result is given in terms of the number of pirate ship units generated. If a pirate leader is called for, pick one at random and place him with the other units. If a fort is called for, roll another die and place that number of fort points in the square.

25.4 Pirate Fleet
All Pirate units in the same square are considered to be part of the same fleet. No fleet markers are used to indicate that. Pirate fleets, once formed, must always sail together.

25.5 Pirate Force Control

1)	Pirates Generated by Nautical Incident.
The moving player consults the Pirate Table. Those pirates are then controlled by one player, chosen at random, who is actively warring with the player whose movement triggered the pirate incident. That player conducts combat and other actions with the pirates for that one battle in the square where the force was generated. At the end of that battle, the pirates are removed from the map. The pirates don’t move, and they must attack the force that generated the incident.
2)	Pirates Generated by a Letter of Marque. 
Designate a pirate port, roll on the Pirate Table, and place those units there. Those pirates are controlled by the player who played marker. He immediately conducts an Operations Phase using that pirate force in place of his normal Operations Phase. That costs no TP. At the end of that Operations Phase, remove all surviving pirates in that force.
3)	Pirates Generated by Attacking a Pirate Port. 
The attacking player rolls on the Pirates Table. Those pirates are controlled by one player, chosen at random, who is actively warring with the attacking player. The Pirates don’t move. They defend against the force that’s making the attack on their port. 

25.6 Pirate Combat 
is resolved normally, except the player controlling the pirates may not use any Campaign Markers.

25.7 Post Battle 
If you win a battle against pirates, you gain a number of TP equal to twice the damage rating of all pirate ships sunk. Pirate forces never gain or lose any TP.

25.8 Pirate Port Attack 
To attack a pirate port, simply move into the square and announce an attack against it. If you eliminate all the pirate units generated by the table, you may then plunder, using normal rules, that square. 

25.9 
Eliminated pirate units may always be reused, including leaders.

25.10 
If a Pirate Stronghold has a plundered marker on it, then no Pirate units may be generated on it. Regardless of all considerations, a Plundered marker on a Pirate stronghold is automatically removed at the start of the immediately following Outfitting phase at no cost and regardless of occupation. 

26.0 How to Win

26.1 
The game is won by the player that best gains global naval supremacy. There are two types of victory: 1) the regular victory conditions, given below, which any player can achieve; and 2) the special victory conditions specific to each great power as given on the player cards in section 27.0.

26.2 Regular Victory Conditions 
At the end of play, tally victory points (VP) as described below. Note: no VP are scored for controlling home ports, yours or those of other players, plundered or not. Nor are any VP scored for controlling European ports, plundered or not.

10 VP
for every presently un-plundered treasure fleet port you control undisputedly.
2 VP
for every presently un-plundered colony port, including ones founded during play, that you control undisputedly.
5 VP
for every plundered treasure fleet port that you control undisputedly.
1 VP
for every plundered colony port that you control undisputedly. This would exclude terra incognita squares that had colonies founded in them that didn’t survive at the end of play.
1 VP
for every 10 pounds in your treasury at the end of play (round down).
1 VP
for each 1st or 2nd rate ship you have on the map at the end of play.

26.3 Two Player Victory 
You must have at least 150 percent of the VP scored by your opponent in order to win. 

26.4 Three & Four Player Victory 
You must have at least 150 percent of the VP scored by the next-highest scoring opponent in order to win. When playing with three or four, if more than one player meets this criterion, the one with the greater VP total wins. If those VP amounts are equal, the game is drawn unless the Spanish Special Victory condition is applicable (see that nation’s player card).

26.5 Sudden Death Victory 
If, during a sudden death special victory check, a player has attained his special victory condition as given on his player card, the game ends at that instant and he’s the winner. More than one player may potentially win this kind of victory, provided only that more than one player has achieved his special victory in time for the same check.


